We specialize in B2B shipping solutions and suspicious order monitoring. We design, develop and implement custom software solutions into our clients’ shipping processes, expediting their supply chain and automating time-sensitive tasks.

**Manual Data Entry**

With our automated shipping software manual data entry is no longer necessary. This is an error-prone task that can cause catastrophic results for a business if not entered properly. With our software, scanning the SCC-14 labels automatically creates GS1-128 labels from the ComplyLink database, and all that information remains stored for reference.

**Integration**

Our software integrates with any major EDI translator and ERP order management system. We seamlessly link with leading technology organizations like Altova, GXS, IBM Sterling, Intuit, Salesforce and SAP. We ensure your business will adapt to the new technology without ever missing a beat.

**Assurance**

Our software solutions provide absolute confidence in the orders going out. Whether it be you’re shipping automobile parts, or prescription drugs, we program our software to catch redundancies, check for accuracy and halt all suspicious orders immediately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development</th>
<th>90%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customization</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated B2B Shipping</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspicious Order Monitoring</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

120% More efficient packing processes after installing ComplyLink. Takes less time for orders to move through the supply chain. Why?

| 160 | Different retail ASN kits from Cabela’s to Bed, Bath & Beyond |
| 30  | Different Automotive ASN kits from Nissan to GM |
| 18  | Defensible algorithms capture all suspicious orders per DEA rules |

20 YEARS OF EXPERTISE
### ComplyLink Scanning & Packing Processes:
- Scan to Create
- Scan to Pack
- Scan to Print
- Scan to Verify
- Scan to Ship
- Standard Pack
- Pick and Pack
- Pack to Order

### 300 Different Trading Partners
- Army and Air Force Exchange Services
- JCPenny
- Kohls
- Cabela’s
- General Motors
- Ford
- John Deere
- And many more!

### Collaboration & Messaging among Administrators
- SOMLink allows for multiple administrators to view orders of interest
- Suspicious order alerts come via email and are pulled from being fulfilled until they’re investigated
- Increases organization efficiency and performance

---

**All Software is Fully Integrable**

- 20-40% Reduction in translation error by eliminating human inaccuracy
- 20% Reduction in order-to-cash cycle time
- 28% Reduction for order costs from $38 to $1.35

**Capabilities**
- Produce translations in minutes
- Automated data entry process
- Automatic order entry v. manual submission
- Simple integration with EDI translators
- Reduce data entry expenses and time
- Savings in production line